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Controversy Develops
Over SBA Seven Point Proposal
By RICHARD

NEW EOUITAS
EDITORIAL
BOARD (L to R) Peter Tangredi,
Business Editor; Marvin Ray Raskin,
Editor-In-Chief;
and David
J. Meiselman,
Associate
Editor.
Missing:
Charles Revelli, Copy
Editor.

Equitas, L.aw Forum
Elect New Editors
ACKERMAN NAMED
EDITOR- IN-CHIEF
OF LAW FORUM
On Monday, March 15,
the
Editorial Board of the New
York Law Forum convened to
elect a new boa rd for the forthcoming publication year.
The
composition
of the newly
elected board is as follows:
Richard Ackerman, Editor-inChief; James Sullivan, Managing Editor; Judith Metzner and
Carolyn
Demarest,
Articles
Editors; Sally Stevens, Barry
Sarkisian and Allen Summers,
Notes and Comments Editors;
Mark Richman and Louis Rizzo,
Research \,, -~ditors;
Robe rt
McGann, Book \Review Editor;
and Sandra Conchado, Business
Editor.
'·
Selection was made on the
CONTINUED

ON PAGE SEVEN

-,

SBA Elections
To Be Held
April 14
By Allan Pullin
Elections
for
school-wide
officers will be held on April
14th on the first floor lobby.
The candidates will come from
the ranks of the class representatives,
Election of class
reps will take place on April
Lst,

Following
the
school-wide
elections, on April 4th
the
S.B.A. will hold a meeting for
the newly elected representatives.
At that time applications will be accepted from the
the class reps for the various
school-wide offices.
Bob Brody, head of the Elections Committee, said,
"The
campaigns will run for ten days.
The candidates will have free
rein in the mode and substance
of their
campaicns=-anythlng
p.oes.11
This year's elections will be
capped by Candidates' Illy on
April 12th. Each candidate will
have an opportunity to present
his views directly to the
CONTINUED

ON PAGE EIGHT

RASKIN TO HEAD
EXPANDED EQlJITAS
EDITORIAL BOARD
Bruce Pitman, present Editorin-Chief', announced on March
15 the selection of Equitas"
1971-72
Editorial
Board.
Marvin Ray Raskin, a second
year day division student, was
selected as Editor=In-Chief, On
April
1,
Mr. Pitman, who
uuided
the school newspaper
through
its second year of
publication, will officially step
down.
Also elected to the Editorial
Board
were two first-year
students.
David J. Meiselman
will succeed Mr. Raskin as Associate
Editor.
Charles
Revelli, who was the subject
of some controversy earlier
in the year as a result of his
article "We, the People •.• ",
will fill the newly created posi-tion of Copy Editor.
Peter Tangredi will remain
as Business Editor. However,.-the successor
to
Marvin
Kramer, Phi Delta Phi Cont ri butinp Editor, will not be announced until April. The CQn•
tributing Editor
position is
elected directly by Dwight Inn
whose elections will not occur
until
some time in April.
Professor Milton Silverman re=
mains as Faculty Advisor though,
of course, he is not a member
of the Editorial Board.
Mr. Pitman, when reached for
comment, expressed the view
that, "This has been a year
of great progress for Equlta s,
Next year, with continued school
and student suooort. our future
should be even brighter". He
went on to express great confidence in Mr. Raskin and the
other editors and staff members.
On April 1, the new Editorial
Board will assume control of
the paper.
The sixth issue,
due out on .May 5th, · will be
the first issue under Mr.
Raskin's independent tutelage.
Under the plan fostered by .Nlr.
Pitman earlier in the year, the
two-week period f ram election
to actual assumPtion of control
served as a transition
CONTINUED

ON PAGE TWO

C. ENTIN

The Seven Point Proposal
passed at the February SBA meeting has received massive student
support.
According to Robert Wiggins, Freshman Class Representative, over 500 students have
responded favorably to all or part of the proposal. However, two points in the resolution- have
become a source of controversy.
One issue involves accreditation by the Association of American Law Schools. "The other pertains
to a placement service here at NYLS.
Number one 011 the list of priorities by the students was AALS accreditation: 98"7oof those respending favored immediate steps to insure the accreditation. Dean Walter Rafalko, agreeing with
the students, said that "AALS is the ideal we've been striving for".
When asked how we might reach this "ideal", he offered a suggestion that hinted at raising the
tuition.
However, he quickly
added that "any tuition
in- "killing" ourselves .. , and then topic Mr. Schnurman said that
out of 52 seniors this year only
crease must ultimately be de- in the final year the student
cided by the Board of Trustees has to "shuffle for himself";
about ten thus far have offers.
Schurman was highly emphatic
In contrast to the SBA presiwho determine the priorities".
He
dent,
the
Dean wasn't as
The Dean also stressed the in reviewing this issue.
anxious. "Placement is not as
point that if we wanted AALS said, "even if the Board of
urgent as improving the library,
we would have to increase our Trustees
says
that there
library facilities.
isn't suffic lent funds to handle establishing a better studentHowever, Robert Wiggins took this endeavor, I would favor
fac ulty ratio, or hiring additionissue with the Dean's remarks a surtax on each student of
al facutly members". Although
per sern ester".
To the Dean favors placement, he
and said, "The school should $10-15
CONTINUED
ON PAGE SEVEN
sufficientlv search sources of bring a final point horn e on this
income, - such as foundation
grants and programs, Federal
and State programs, ABA and
SBA programs, and the Alumni
before any tuition hike".
While both the Dean and Mr.
By Philip Kenny
Wiggins placed AALS on top of
their respective lists of priorMr. Henry B. Rothblatt, internationally
famous defense atities, Alan Schnur rnanjthe Presitorney, author and co-author of a number of books, blasted the
dent
of
the Student Bar
Vietnam War "pollcy makers" for the atrocities being perpeAssociation, put AALS slightly
trated there. Saying, however, that part of the blame is "in the
behind a Placement Service.
nature of the conflict Itself",
Mr. Rothblatt castigated "ofMr. Schnurman conceded that
ficials
in high places" for being too quick to prosecute "the
we should do "anything possible
little man" and said that it was "hypocritical for the brass to
for accreditation by AALS.11
sit back after the fact, and disclaim any responsibility".
When it came to discussing a
Appearing at: the New York Law School at the invitation of
Placement Service here at our
Professor
Vincent
Lalor do,
Mr.
Rothblatt spoke to a somewhat dapper appearance
school, Mr. Schnurrn a n
said,
"Placement should be number
captive audience for nearly two (bow tie and striped shirt). and
1. This is the most pressing hours after which he answered
a keen wit, made him one of the
need that our energies should questions for a half hour. His most interesting speakers to
be focused on'",
The SBA exuberance, as he repeatedlv appear at NYLS this year.
President went on to say that stood up and raised his voic~
Continuing his remarks on the
we spend three years
here
in emphasis, couple d with his prosecution of alleged
war
crfminals, he said, "When you
have an Army whose 011.l.y apparent interest is in piling up
a high body count it is in•
conceivable to prosecute a
soldier who feels he is only
doing his duty".
By A. Michael Weber
Mr. Rothblatt has defended a
Prof.
Frederick s. Berman, , included support for a profesnumber of alleged war errfaculty member of New York sional code of ethics,
and
rninals
including
Lieutenant
Law School, is a leading legal anti-pollution
legislation for
Duffy and Sergeant Lanasa, acauthority on Real Estate and NYC.
cused of murdering a prisoner,
Propety, Prof. Berman's exAfter serving one term as
and Colonel Rheault, the Green
perience in this field has been State Senator, Mr. Berman ac=
Beret accused of giving
the
wide, working as an attorney cepted Mayor Lindsay's appointorder to dispose of a suspect=
an educator, and as a promlment as Rent Commissioner in
ed double agent.
nent figure in city government. 1965.
As Rent Commissioner.
Mr. Rothblatt said he based
Mr. Berman is a graduate of and ranking Democrat in the
his defence in the Lanasa and
Columbta University and New rnayor's cabinet, he became a
Duffy cases on the lack of mens
York Law School. After leav- leading advocate for a system
rea, criminal intent. Pointing
ing in 1962, he joined Mayor of rent regulation, and he was
out that this defence was reWagner's
admtntstranon
as greatly responsible for the
jected by the military judge,
Ge~eral
Counsel
for
New passage of the Rent StabilizaMr, Rothblatt said the issue
York City's Dept.
of Real tion law of 1969.
is
up for review.
Both
Estate.
He held this position
CONTINUED ON PAGE EIGHT
'sergeant Lanasa and Lieutenant
until his election in 1964 to
Duffy were acquitted, however.
the State Senate, as the DemoMr. Rothblatt's contentions in
cratic Representative
of
a
the area of mens rea were that
MEISELMAN
Manhattan East Side District.
Lieutenant Duffy and Sergeant
ON THE ARTS
Mr.
Berman
was the first
~1asa thought they were doing
Democrat elected from
that
their duty and since this belief
Page Eight
district in 35 years.
Mr.
CONTINUED
ON PAGE TWO
Berman's
campaign platform

Rothblatt Scores War
In NYLS Address

Former Cit.y Commissioner
Teaching At Law School
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NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL

New York Law·School
All Systems Go for
Dean's Alumni Homecoming

r

by Charles J. Revelli
Court Proceedings.
Professor
On Saturday, April 24, the Joseph
T. Arenson of New
New York Law School Alumni York Law School will
be the
Association will present
the moderator for this panel.
Eleventh Annual Dean's
Illy
Among the featured events at
Alumni
Homecoming.
The the Luncheon Program will be
Alumni Committee under the a dedication of a Portrait of
direction of Sylvia D. Garland the late Dr. Max Reich, Pro(NYLS 1960) has planned the fessor Emeritus, New
York .
event.
.
Law School, 1921-1968,
a reThe occasion · will commence Port on recent law school aettwith registration at 9:30 a.rn., vities, and presentation of the
at which time the guests will Distinguished Alumnus Award
be asked to select one of the to New York Supreme Court
two panel sessions which will Justice Francis T. Murphy, Jr.
convene at 10:00 a.rn, and conThe · annual affair will
be
tinue until 12:30 p.rn, The first held at Pace College.
The
of these panels will be comprr- registration fee is $10.00 per
sed of eminent and distinguished person for those who graduajurists currently presiding over ted during the past five years.
the various Qvil, Criminal and New York Law School Faculty
Family Courts in New York and Senior Class mem hers are
City, and will concern itself with invited to attend as guests of
the practice and procedure in the Alumni Association. Those
these courts.
The moderator
unable to attend the luncheon
will be the Bonorable Nicholas may attend the panel session
Tsoucalas,
Judge
of
the without charge.
Send
your
Criminal Court.
reservations NOW to:
The second discussion panel
Mrs. Judith Gomperts
will review the Compensation
New York Law School
of Attorneys in Surrogate's
57 Worth St., NYC 10013

SBA Calendar
April

4

Sunday,

1.

SBA meeting

2.

Nominations
for school-wide
offices accepted
amongst executives council representatives.

of new and old representatives.

April

12 -

Monday, Candidates

April

14

Wednesday,

April

24

Saturday, The Eleventh

April

30

Friday, Law Day - I nstallatlon
officers.

election

Day·, Speeches and champagne.
of School-wide
Annual

officers.

Deans Day Homecoming.
of newly

elected

school-wide

-----

I PLACEMENT SERVICE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Please contact me for job opportunities for students at
New York Law School.
Full time -

Part time -

Firm:
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Alumni Association News

that the attorney ought
to
motion for polygraph of the
police officer
and the de•
fendant, offering to stipulate, at
the same time, the admissibil•
ity of the evidence. "Can the
prosecution which sends its
Police officers to school
to
learn how to use the Polygraph
machine do less?"
Mr. Rothblatt was also asked
if he had any compunctions
about defending clients who he
thought were guilty, especially
where the crimes were of a
violent nature.
To this he
replied by telling about one of
The man
Henry Rothblatt (L), prominent New York criminal attorney, is his past clients.
seen addressing criminal law class at New York Law School. was born a bastard and hadn't
had a 1 ucky day since.
He
Prof. Vincent Lolordo is seen at right.
was a degenerate and everyone
thought he was guilty including
Mr.
Rothblatt,
The
client
didn't want to plead insanity and
the doctors would not certify
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE ONE
bin
insane.
The man was
was reasonable in th
light
pretrial discovery provided for finally acquitted of rape, robof the .. body count mentality",
in the Uniform Code of Mili- bery and murder.
"But you
then neither of the men could tary Justice claiming it has the know",
said Mr. Rothblatt,
Possess the necessary evil in•
most liberal discovery rules "one psychiatrist
really be•
tent requisite in criminal cases.
found anywhere in the American lieved he was innocent.
And
The military judge rejected this judicial system.
toward
the end I began to
argument saying that the only
As for trials in general, Mr. believe in the man myself. You
intent necessary was the intent
Rothblatt said .. The first thing never really can tell."
to do the unlawful act.
that a lawyer must do is to
During the course of his talk learn the facts." He noted that
about the Green Beret case, Mr. this job could often be complf=
Rothblatt made repeated refercated by reluctant clients, or
ences to a new book which he clients who colored the facts in
co-authored with Robin !vbore, their own favor.
the author of the bestselling
One way to get around this,
novel, THE GREEN BERET. he said, was to tell your client
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE ONE
Their
new
book,
COURT you believed every word. Then
period
during which the new
MARTIAL, unlike previous books tell him you would like him to
in which Mr. Rothblatt has had take the Polygraph test, and editors familiarized themselves
a hand, is a novel. He hinted,
when he passed it with flying with running the newspaper.
Mr. Raskin, in a brief statehowever, that the novel is based
colors (as he undoubtedly would
made the Point that.
partly on his experience in the if he was telling the truth) you ment,
.. In accordance with 'our longGreen Beret case.
At least,
would take the results to the
we inthe book is about 'a trial
of District Attorney and "rub the range growth plan,
creased the size of our staff.
Army officers in Vietnam. The District Attorney's nose in it."
civilian
defesne
attorney,
If he is lying you will probably Next year, with a large freshman class entering school, we
according to Mr. Rothblatt, is find out before he takes
the
intend to expand our staff even
"a two fisted, bourbon drtnk- test.
more."
The new Edltor=ln»
ing lady killer-nothing
like
Mr. Rothblatt also gave hints
Chief
re-affirmed
his belief
myself;"
on how to pick a jury, and how
Asserting that military cases to effectively use language to that Equitas is, and will con=
are the easiest to try,
Mr. impress
the jury.
And he tinue to be, a vehicle for the
Rothblatt praised the Judge Ad= heavily emphasized the use of expression of the broad spectrum of student views.
vocate General's corps saying. pretrial
discovery
motions,
"They have some of the finest citing them as the key factor
young defense attorneys around in the acquittal of the officers .
on their staff.
They laid out in the Green Beret case.
everything for me. All I did
Jn response to a question about SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
was look sma rt."
"dropsy testimony" by Police
He also praised the system of officers, Mr. Rothblatt
said

RotltlJlatf Scores War At NYlS

Equitas
Editors Na med

Address:

NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Tel:

The following
list of Officers and Directors of the New York Law Sch~ol
venience of any and all alumni or students desiring to contact any Officer

Placement Service
New York Law School
57 Worth Street
New York, N. Y. 10013
Telephone: (212) 966-3500 ext. 41

---------------------.
Alumni

In order to receive an application for your
"JURIS DOCTORATE DEGREE," and/or
membership in the Alumni Association,
please fill out this -form.
MAIL TO:

·

1.

I
I

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
57 Worth Street
New York, New York 10013

I would like an application for a Juris Doctorate Degree. [ ]
I would like an application for membership in the
Alumni Association. [ )
Year Graduated . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Name

r •••••••••••••••••

_ • • • •

Address

· · ci+v · · · · - · · · · · · · ·5-rA.-TE • · · · · · · · ·zip· cooE:· ·

-----------

is printed

here for the con-

OFFICERS:

Send to:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J

Alu~ni
Association
or Director.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PRESIDENT

Hon. Jospeh F. Periconi

1st VICE

Hon. Jack Stanislaw

2nd VICE

PRES.
PRES.

Hon. Martin

'29

L. Baron '5:'

SECRETARY

Benjamin

Botner

'29

TREASURER

David A. Ferdinand

'38

'41

100 Stevens Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

(914) M0.8-5020

Morlches Road
St. James, NV 11780

(516) JU.4-6225

White & Case, Esqs.
14 Wall St., NYC 10005

732-1040

1199Park Avenue
N.Y.C. 10028

582-6250

g East 46th Street
N.Y.C. 10017

682-4067

DIRECTORS
Steven J. Baron '68
Charles Bennet '24
Michael c. Bernstein '28
Alfred E. araun '70
Mary E. Cerbone '59
John J. Corbley '62
Howard J. Churchill '32
Bernard M. Eiber '51
Basil Filardl, Jr. '29
Patrick J. Foley '61
Milton
Franklin '28
Sylvia D. Garland '60
Irvin Husin '27
Alfred D. Jahr '26
Sylvia·E. Kelman '65
t.awrency H. King '25
Murray T. Koven '38
Arthur
F. Lamanda '29
Robert A. Mallow '68
Gerald A. Marks '69
Ernest F. Marmorek '57
John w. McGrath, 111 '59
Ellis J. Meyerson '26
Zuhayr Moghrabi '67
Harry Ostrov '25
Georgina F. Reich '56
Sherwood Salvan '69
Irving Schechter '40
Frederick
w. Scholem '27
Hon. Nicholas Tsoucalas '51

a.

420 Lexington
Ave. Rm. 2760, N.V.C. 10017
515 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. 10022
120 East 4lst sr., N.v.c. 10011
11 West 42nd St., N.V.C. 10036
312 West 23rd St., N.V.C. 10011
116 John St., N.V.C. 10038
330 Madison Ave., N.V.C. 10017
123-60 83rd Ave., Kew Gardens, N.V. 11415
40 Church St., White Plains, N.V. 10601
102 Maiden Lane, N.V.C. 10005
45 Monroe Place, Bklyn, N.Y. 11201
131 Country Village Lane, New Hyde Park, N.V. 11040
27 William St., N.V.C. 10005
258 Broadway, N.V.C. 10007
N.Y. Law School, 57 Worth St., N.V.C. 10013
99 Winnebago Rd., Yonkers, N.V. 10710
350 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. 10001
217 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10007
605 Third Ave., Rm. 1501, N.VC. 10016
45 Monroe Place, Bklyn, N. v. 11201
A20 Lexington Ave., N.V.C. 10017
30 East 42nd St., N.V.C. 10017
1457 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10036
54 Riverside Dr., N.V.C. 10024
1450 Broadway, N.V.C. 10018
521 Fifth Ave., N.V.C. 10017
526 East 83rd St., N.V.C. 10028
Bank of Smithtown,
Main Street, Smithtown,
N.V. 11787
10 East 40th St., N.V.C. 10016
25-10 Court Sq., L.l.C., N.Y. 11101

532-9678
753-5310
683-2800
736-0728
971-5466
962-3300
697-4520
268-3200
(914) - 948-1522
344-9200
TR.5-1300
(Off.) 425-7575
943-2690
267-2624
966-3500
(914) SP. 9-6738

736-7432
233-2880
972-1100
TR. 5-1300 Ext. 45
532-9678
687-5010
564-0960
787-3966
736-2474
682-8211
(home) 861-6449
(516) AN. 5-3000
532-4626
544-9300
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PAGE THREE.

Women's Lib.ration-Or Human Rights
I

'y

GLOR;A RICE

You gentlemen can watch while.I'm scrubbing the floors,
and I'm scrubbing the floors wtiilely ou 're gawking, ....
And you never guess to who yo~''.fe talking.
Suddenly one night, there's a scr\, 'am in the night,
and you wonder, what could thaft have been?
And you see me kind of grinnind while I'm scrubbing,
and you wonder, what's she got to grin?
--- "Pirate Jenny" from the
Threepenny Opera
In the course or prepa rmg ure
defense in a consipracy to riot
case, the attorney learned that
his daughter Joan- was implicated. Later, his law partner, on
being informed of this fact exclaimed, "My God l How did
my daughter Joan become involved with those defendants?"'
Who was the second lawyer?

*****
Is this 'riddle' confusing for
a moment? How many would
have thought that the 'second
laywer' was the mother of the
same daughter?
People who
disparage the women's lfberation movement must admit that
a woman is not ordinarily perceived as holding a responsible
professional
position in this
society.
Even those positions
in which women are safely ensconced -- librarian,
teacher
(below college level), nurse,
social worker=-do not have
the status of
their male
counterparts
with managerial
duties, e.g., school administra•
tor, doctor.
To cite some basic statistics,
only 13o/o of all working women
are in the professions, mostly
those listed
above; and of
those
women who are fulftime workers,
less than 3o/o
earn over
$10,00 a year.
The average salaries of black
women are lowest oo the scale,
with white women earning more
but still less than black men.
As far as lawyers go,
the
percentage of women (2.8o/o) is
better than that of women engineers (I o/o), but falls short of
the
proportion
of women
doctors (9o/o).
These
data
indicate not only
the disadvantaged standing
women
currently have within the U.S.
economy, but are symptomatic
of deeply held attitudes toward
women (attitudes unfortunately
held by many women
about
themselves). It is difficult to
bargain effectively with an
employer
if one has been
taught that seeking employment
is merely secondary, and that
her first duty lies in the home.
In case you are under
the
impression
that
women's
sheltered status is a result
of their natural predilection for
avoiding competition,
and is
actually beneficial to them,
examine
some
of
these
supposed benefits as reflected
in employment law, tax law,
crfrninal
law, constitutional
law, and in family law. Legislatures and the courts
have
treated women differently, often
in the guise of "protection",
on the assumption that all
women should be content as
non-salaried housekeepers and
child-bearers for their entire
lives.
They have not been
taken into account as individuals, with varying needs and
talents.
Historically,
it was early
Chrfstianity, one of the most
patriarchal of religions, which
greatly
influenced
Western
European and English
ideas
on marriage and the subordination
of the wife. • • "at
common 'law husband and wife

/

were one person, and that
peson was the husband.
As to her personal and property rights, the very legal
existence of the wife was regarded as suspended for
the
duration of the marriage ••• "
(Prosser, Law of Torts)
It
has been said by another legal
commentator that
the
wife
was, in economic relationship
to the husband, his property.
It was the same relationship as
between master and slave, and
between a
person and his
domesticated animal.
(Is this
possibly the origin of the barnyard terms for
describing
women--chick, bitch, cow, dog?)
Single women may have fared
better as to their right
to
own property, but they were
regarded as social anomalies.

The framers of our Constitu•
tion continued these common
law conceptions, for the liberty
they envisioned was an exclusively
masculine
liberty.
Except for the suffrage amendment, women's constitutional
position has still not changed;
the 14th amendment's equal protection clause has frequently been
held not to apply to women. For
example, it was noted in 1935
that ..the exclusion of women
from juries is not a denial to
them of the equal protection of
the laws within the constitutional
meaning."
(Crozier, Constitu•
tionality of Discrimination Based
on Sex, 15 B.U.L. REV. 723.
The Supreme Court upheld this
view as recently as 1961.) Yet
laws excluding Negroes from
juries have been regarded as
discrimination
implying Inferiorty, and have been prohibited under the same clause.
Arguments used to justify keeping women in their "place" are
similar to those used against
various ethnic groups throughout this nation's history; they
are evidently inferior because
they have not achieved as much
as the advantaged group. But

it is not recognized by those pretty?
What are the social,
in power that the outside group political, and economic forces
has been systematically denied operating behind this need? And
equality of opportunity.
·does "prettiness" provide the
Though women are necessarfulfillment that we are. led to
ily integrated with men, by and believe it will?
large they are relegated to atWomen are beginning to distaining prestige· through their
cover that they are not alone
husband's or children's achievein feeling insecure about their
ments.
Some of the forces
intellectual capacities, and that
denying them equal power are
they resent the positions they
not readily apparent.
For have been assigned, whether in
instance, there is the constant their homes, at work, or at
emphasis on looking "pretty", play;
under social pressure.
nurtured in the home from an they have conformed
to exearly age. and constantly repectations that they marry and
inforced by the cosmetics in· have
children,
which they
dustrtes,
In 1968, $3.1 billion might not have done had they
was spent on television adver - been encouraged to find out
tisements
which sought to what they really wanted for
convince women that by using themselves. They are realiz=
some unnecessary beauty proing that these emerging feelduct. they would be able to find ings are
not due to their
and keep the •right' man, which personal hangups or maladjustis, after all, a woman's goal ments
to the existing order,
in life, right?
and that they can change their
An insecurity about one's atsftuatlons-o-that together and
tractiveness is thereby fostered,
confident they are capable of
as well as a feeling that m- political action.
telligence and ability do not
What are the changes desired?
really matter. To compensate
Is one of them that every woman
for not having that 'cover girl
should "burn her bra" as the
look',
womens'
magazine
media
have
portrayed, and
articles typically offer Helpful which most people have taken
Hints for an Improved Appear- up as the ridiculous, slightly
ance. Or psychological counselgrotesque symbol of the moveing might analyze the resulting ment ?
(Ridiculous in
the
insecurity as an individual sense of encouraging ridicule,
problem to be overcome by not that I think the idea
is
supportive therapy.
stupid. Haven't men wished to
But the women's liberation freer in their clothing by getmovement poses a different sort
ting rid of stiff collars,
the
of challenge. It asks, why the standard tie, etc.Y) Remember
emphasis on looking young and
CONTINUED ON PAGE SIX

'FHE ANNUAL SPRING DINNER DANCE

of
NEW YORK lAW SCHOOL
Sponsored By

DWIGHT INN
OF

PHI DELTA PHI
Honoring: "Professor Of The Year"

FRIDAY, MAY 7, 1971
GRAND BALLROOM
HOLIDAY INN OF NEW YORK
440 West 57th Street
Free Indoor Parking
Hot· Smorgasbord
Cocktail Hour

Prime Ribs Dinner
Dancing
Open Bar

DONATION: $35.00 PER COUPLE
Pur<hase Your Tickets From Any Member Of Dwight Inn
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FROM THE PRESIDENT-------.

EDITORIALS

STUDENT BAR
By ALAN J. SCHNURMAN

SBA PROPOSAL
The six .point proposal made by the
Student · Bar Association demonstrates
responsible concern and commitment,
and EQUIT AS strongly endorses each of
these initiatives, with one qualified exception. ·
·
AALS ACCREDITATION - First order of priority for New York Law
School is the assurance of academic excellence through a distinguished faculty
and outstanding library, as well as maintenance of the highest standards among
the student body. In this regard, every
effort should be made to meet and surpass the requirements necessary to gain
accreditation from the American Association of Law Schools. The acquisition
of more library volumes and additional
faculty would be a requisite step in this
direction.
Funds for these measures should ideally come from a restructuring of the present fiscal budget, grants and loans from
government agencies and foundations,
and donations and financial supplements
secu~' through the auspices of the
Bo~a' ·-p:f~lrustees and Alumni.
If
th~'-Pr~
measures fail to secure
the "''rie~
funds· for this all-impor. tant goal, then a nominal tuition increase should be considered.
While EQUIT AS recognizes the additional financial burden that this increase in tuition would place on many
students from lower and lower middle
economic levels, we feel that higher
academic standards and increased recognition from all spheres of the legal community justify this increase.
PLACEMENT-PUBLIC RELATIONS
OFFICE - Equally important to the overall efficient functioning of the Law
School is a professional, full-time Placement and Public Relations Office. The
mission of this office would be twofold,
and mutually enhancing: By disseminating information and publicizing noteworthy events relating to the Law
School, its students, faculty, and distin-

guished alumni, and by attracting speakers and guest lecturers, this office would
be laying the groundwork for positive
receptivity='on the part of prospective
employers; secondly after the initial contacts and interviews have been arranged,
the individual student can put his best
foot forward and, hopefully, secure a
meaningful position. While a PlacementPublic Relations Office may not be
feasible at the present time due to lack
of funds and the overriding priority of
accreditation, this proposal merits serious study by the administration.
FACULTY EVALUATION - Just as a
student's learning ability is periodically
evaluated via tests and examination, so
too the professor's teaching ability
should be subject to serious and impartial scrutiny. After each year the students in a particular course should be
able to evaluate the teaching methods
and abilities of that instructor, with
the results made public, thereby insuring higher incentives on the part of the
faculty.
RETAKING OF EXAiVIS - Each student who receives a failing grade in any
course should be allowed to retake that
examination within two weeks, with a
maximum new grade of 70 permitted.
SEMINARS - More frequent seminars,
we believe, are necessary for the advanced legal education of the students,
and the continuing professional edification of the faculty. A more closely knit
faculty-student relationship, as well as a
deeper and insightful understandinq of
classic and contemporary issues and subjects would inevitably result.
ANONYMOUS GRADING - We cannot wholeheartedly support this proposal, as we feel that preparation for and
work in class should be taken into account . in dispensing grades. While instances of discrimination do exist, overriding academic considerations render
this proposal, in our opinion, impractical and unnecessary.

As my term as President of the
Student Bar Association draws
to a conclusion and I myself
look forward to graduation
I.
would like to review with you
this past year and summarize
for the sake of continuity what
I consider to have been an Important year for our school
and our organization.
Looking at the year from the
Point of view of my elected term
of office it is necessary to begin
with the so-called "events of
May"
which is
a shorthand reference to the inschool repercussions
of the
Cambodian
Invasion.
In a
large measure I believe that
much of the pervading suspicion and ill-feeling between
students
and administration
has stemmed from that source
which is unfortuante since the
cynicism which remains is unfounded and divisive. My own
feelings regarding the legacy of
that month or so is that i:
underscored the need for
a
single voice among the students
and the necessity of a strong
and active Student Bar which
draws upon and represents all
the students of the school regardless of political Polarity.

making the past examinations
available. For the first
time
the SBA initiated a program of
films which I hope will continue
and grow in conjunction with
even more programs for nonschool hours.
Despite our
continuing desire for full or part
time placement help I must compliment the student committee

ALAN J. SCHNURM.O.N

whose diligent efforts should not
be overlooked. I am hopeful that
we will see the improved vending
facilities we have worked for.
I am gratified to note that the
I believe
the SBA
itself
required outside materials are
emerged stronger but the scars
now available through the school
of the infighting frequently surand I would like to thank Proface and an effective SBA must, fessor Simakwhosetireless work
by necessity, represent equally makes that Possible,
I would
the DAY, the NIGHT the note also the lower priced photo·
YOUNGER and OLDER students
stat machines, the first annual
and must in reality concern
Blood Drive and the general Imitself
primarily with
the provements around the school
still
undone work within the which may seem like minor acschool as well as the realities
complishments, but which ilof the legal community.
lustrate that we must never
During the last Summer
loose sight of the ''bread and
butter· .. matters.
believe the SBA, in conjunction
with the Faculty and the Ad=
In another vain I think we can
ministrationj
succeeded in be encouraged by the fact that
reaching a number of obthe SBA committee on currtjectives. I believe that
the cul um has worked quite successOrientation Program of this
fully with the Faculty and for the
past
September
was an exfirst time we had a very excellent
indication of what tensive selection of electives.
could be achieved in
this
We can also point with pride
type of cooperation. Similarly to our new Judicial Assistance
I believe the incoming students Bureau and Legislative Assistance Bureau which are active
received
excellent
preexamination preparation, due in adding a clinical side to legal
both to the dedication of the education at New York Law and
students involved and the co- which are voluntary, student InlCONTINUED
ON PAGE EIGHT
operation
of the faculty in

Quote Of 17he Issue
PRACTICALITY
Spring is the time for new cars, summer job hunting and questionnaires.
The Curriculum Committee prepared an
exhaustive poll hoping to ascertain those
courses students desire to take during
law school. We commend this work,
and ask if ANY course should be required? If students show interest in a
particular subject it SHOULD be offered. But when does a course become
so indispensable that it must be required?
New York Law School has an obligation to teach the law, expose the student to the judicial process and prepare
the future lawyer for practice. To do
this they should realize that the law
cannot be discussed until the student is
able to apply "the law" not only in
theory, but in practice. Methods of applying the law can be taught in the
classroom-----they can only be learned
and understood by practical experience.
EQUIT AS believes the Advocacy I
and II courses should be required of all
·incoming freshmen in order to facilitate
this learning process. _ Wer~.astudent re~
,.. ...
;

•,

VS. THEORY
quired to take such courses during his
first semester at the Law School, a
strong foundation could be established
upon which he could build in subsequent
years of legal schooling. The student
may elect to continue his legal preparation with a view towards a practice in
litigation, or he may pursue another
course of study. We believe that the student should at least be afforded the opportunity to experience practical aspects
of our profession in order to aid his decision. Is it fair to require the student to
choose an elective in his second year
when his practical knowledge is minimal
and his exposure is limited to theory?
We think not. If a lawyer never sets
foot in a courtroom, he should not be
prevented the exposure to trial procedure. The opportunity to implement
the theory of the classroom e.g. rules
of evidence, in court should not be inhibited. Knowing how and when to object, and how to respond in a courtroom
can be learned only in a procedure
.course such as Advocacy,

"Can you show me now that I would not be killed in vain?
Show me just a little of your omnipresent brain
Show me there's a reason for your wanting me to die
You're far too keen on where and how and not so hot on why."
Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane,

"Jesus Christ Superstar"
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'LETTERS TO THE EDITORj Kelman On SBA
EOUITAS invites its readers to write "Letters to the Editor" on any
topic relevant to the New York Law School community. The right to
edit letters to conform to space requirements is reserved by Equitas.
If one wishes to remain anonymous, he should sign the letter and then
indicate that he wishes the letter to be published anonymously. Letters should be sent either to the Editor of EOUITAS, New York Law
School, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013, or deposited in the EQUITAS mailbox on
the main floor of the law school building.

More On Revelli

plex"? h may seem picayune
to harp on semantics, but it
was Mr. Revelli himself who.
said that "liberal wordsmiths
may be credited with bringing
1984-style double-think closer
to home••• "
Finally,
I find it most unseemly for a law student to be
so flippant and cynical about
assuring the free-speech rights
of dissidents,
and to justify
assults with hammers by bluecollar workers because of student
"abuse and insult". Condoning
the tragic National Guard campus
killings of last year is a patently untenable position;
the
soldiers' actions in firing into
a crowd indiscriminately and
without warning were not only
unnecessary according to the
FBI report, but were prohibited
by the official National Guard
manual itself. And it is disturbingly misleading for . Mr;
Revelli to snidely refer
to
Angela Davis" ''privilege of
making those nice little
toys
that go boom in courthouses and
police stations."
Does
Mr.
Revelli' s power to detect new
saviors (Le., "our"
James
Buckley) also confer the right
to serve as a jury of one for
untried defendants?
The conveniently fuzzy thinking, the contrived half-truths,
the
slippery logic of Mr.
Revelli's article are regrettable.
Such histrionics reflect reasoning more applicable to a freshman high school debate than to
a law school forum.
Alan M. Schwartz
2nd year
Evening Division

To the Editor:
I feel strongly that Cha rles
Revellf's specious polemic, uwe
the People", which appeared in
the December issue of EQUITAS.
deserves some rebuttal. The
misleading title leads
Mr.
Revelli to his first carless selfcontradiction:
he claims to
speak for veritably all
the
people (a rather pompous stance,
no less
transparently selfrighteous than that assumed by
the Communist
.. Peoples Republics"
which Mr. Revelli
justly condemns), but soon reveals his satisfaction that, at
lat, "we .. have a Senator. One
need not be politically or ideologically partisan to see the
deliberate
effort at racial,
ethnic, and generational polarization subtly intended by this
unfortunate campaign slogan. Jr
is most degrading, and certainly no service to our troubled
country, for Mr, Revelli to use
the very tactics of insinuation,
over-simplification, name calling, and guilt-by-association
which he rightly decries
as
destructive and childish. Yet
Mr. Revelli, seemingly blinded
by his own lights, refuses to
learn the lessons he preaches.
He criticizes those who blame
all of America's divisiveness
on Messrs. Nixon, Agnew, and
Mitchell; yet is he not being as
emotionally irrational as his
targets when he blames our
troubles on nameless, faceless
"back-stabbers
and appeasement mongers",
''the liberal
establishment", and (that old
Vice-Presidential
favorite)
.. radical liberals"?
Whom do
you mean, Mr. Revelli? Is it
the unwieldy troika of ''the
Haydens,
Cleavers and Lindsays"
which you have carelessly joined somehow under one
yoke?
Is it the ACLU, a civil
rights bulwark for 50 years,
praised by five Presidents, which
you recklessly insinuate would
"doubtless defend (the) Inalienable right" of a psychiatrist
to falsify Selective Service information?
Is it not infantile
to suggest
that ''the liberal
establishment
wants
more
quality in the environment--excluding 42nd Street and its
environs, of
course"?
And
is it not untrue and uselessly
simplistic to say that "John
Lindsay
and the New York
Times tell us that this disorder
was, all due to SPiro
Agnew"?
I find most of Mr, Revelli's
accusations similarly wild and
unpersuasive, especially
his
dangerous suggestion that all
those who display peace symbols or denounce inequities in
our political and social instttutions
are to be inevitably
linked with violence, hatred of
America,
"permissiveness",
and "effete pacifist slobs" (by
the way Mr. Revelli, coundn't
your phrasing at least be more
original if it can't be
more
mature?).
Mr.
Revelli manhandles the
English language the way he
mishandles facts.
H.:Jw, for
example, can the changes he
wants be both "vital"·
and
"enervating"?
And what is
the "pacifism-socialism com -

Professor

Reich

To the Editor:
h
is
regretable
that I
received October's issue
of
Equitas today, which indicated
the demise of Prof. Reich. I
loved
him with tremendous
respect and awe. h was one
of my happiest moments
to
talk to him at our last year's
dinner: Ecco Homo!
Herewith is a small comment
about him. I shall deem it a
special honor and privilege if
you would publish my article
at your earliest issue.
Permanent
Visages
Scholar and Gentleman

To the Editor:
h
appears to me that the
action taken by the Student Bar
Association in cutting off its
support
and recognition
of
Dwight Inn is premature and
does
not serve the best
interests of the students and
the School,
As you know, I am inalterably
opposed to any form of dtscrtmination on whatever grounds.
A more effective attack of the
problem would - be the institution of a proceeding against the
local chapter and/or the national
body on the grounds of violation
of the Civil Rights Acts, both
state and national.
If this should not be effective,
it would appear to me that an
attemp
to enlist
legislative
support for amendments to the
Civil Rights Act to force
professional organizations to
admit all parties without discrimination, because of the
importance of professional organizations to professional advancement, would be the next
step or a step that might be
attempted simultaneously.
Such a project by the students,
with the aid of the faculty,
would redound to the credit of
the students, the faculty, and the
benefit of the entire profession,
Sylvia E, Kelman
Professor of Law

FRATERNITY PRESIDENl

PHI DELTA PHI
By ED RYAN
The annual
Dinner
Dance
sponsored by Dwight
Inn of
Phi Delta Phi is set for Friday
May 7, 1971, at 8:30 p.rn, The
affair will be held at the Holiday Inn, located at 440 West
57 Street, between 9 and 10
Avenues.
Tickets are $35 per
couple and are available from
any member of the Fraternity.
Upon purchase of the ticket,
one may arrange for seating
preferences according to tables
with Glen Haberman, Chairman
of the dance.
Glen is usually
available oh the sixth floor.
The dance is open to all
students,
faculty
and their
guests.
The cost of the ticket includes
a prfrn ribs dinner and an open
bar from 8:30 to 12:30 p.rn,
Seating arrangements will be on
a first-come, first-serve basis.
So please buy them as soon as
possible.
Election of Officers for the
1971-72 school year will be held

on April 6. Letters of intention
to run for the various offices
were accepted on March 23,
Only students entering their
senior year are eligible for the
position of Magister and Exchequer.
The other positions
of Vice-Magister, Clerk, Historian and Contributing Editor
to Equitas may be held by any
mernber s of the fraternity •
Both Day and Evening brothers
may run for positions on the
Executive Boa rd of the Fraternity
and have been notified in regard
to submitting their letters of
intention.
These positions of
leadership carry with them not
only prestige, but the responsibility of carrying on and improving the fraternity, The results of the elections will
be
announced in the next issue of
Equitas,
A pledge program !"' ''ow in
progress.
Any student \Jl shing
to pledge the fraternity
are
requested to fill out an app li -

ED RYAN
cation, and put it in the pledge
box in the lobby or give it to
any officer of Dwight Inn,

Buy Your

Dance Tickets
NOW!

of a

dialogue
Rhetoric
without
becomes drivel.
This legal wizard combined both
with genuine love.
He was able
to bring forth
meaningful
symbols
to legal
complexities,
Professor
Reich
was distinguished for his mental alacrity and clarity,
His delicate and assuring smile
was great comfort to his wideeyed aspiring legal students and
attorney friends. He was the
father of law and wisdom all
in one at New York Law School.
His gentleness superimposed his
legal mastery softly. His com farting words calmed worrisome
students.
So long as living
breath
aspires to another
living breath, Professor
Max
Reich's visage
will
never
transpire.
Peter J. Massaro
J, D., '40
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The Enigma 01 rPublic Policy'
By MILTON SILVERMAN, PROFESSOR OF LAW, NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
ff any one phrase is familiar
to all legal people it certainly must be "public policy", but
if a non-legal person happened
to intrude on a legal discussion
where the phrase was used and
asked for a definition, there
might be some unpredictable
results.
Certainly we must know what
it is;
it is the basis of so
many of our arguments and the
decisions of our judges.
Black's law dictionary, third
edition,
says in part that it
.. is
the community common
sense and common conscience
extended and applied throughout
the stte to matters of public
morals, public health, public
safety, public welfare and the
like; it is that general and well
settled public opinion relating
to man's plain, palpable duty
to his fellow man having due
regard to all the circumstances
of each particular relation and
situation."
This is surely a sublime statement and one calculated to give
us great security in knowing
that it rests on "well settled
public opinion".
However the
same source promptly proceeds to raise some gnawing
doubt. if not plain contradiction
when it adds this paragraph,
.. Public policy is a variable
quantity; it must and does vary
with the habits, capacities and
opportunities of the public!'
It is this variability
factor
that causes
much difficulty.
ff it is variable as the winds
blowing in all four directions,
it
becomes an unpredictable
phenomenon,
with Interpretation, evaluation and explanation to be avoided.
For example in New York,
in an action for damages by a
depositor against his bank for
negligently paying a check on
which he had issued a stop payment order on the bank's form
which contained a clause that it
would not be liable in the event
the check was negligently paid,
nothwithstanding the stop payment order, a court allowed the
plaintiff depositor to recover,
holding the exoneration clause
to be against public policy. One
year later, in a substantially
similar case, another New York
Court denied recovery on the
basis of the same exoneration
clause,
which it specifically
found not to be against public
policy. These are not decisions
· from different states, but the
same state, at substantially the
same time. Today in New York
under the u.c.c. a bank is prohibited from exonerating itself
against acts of negligence.
A further problem exists in
the area of public policy considerations, which are not themselves at the moment the subject
of interpretation, coming into
contact with each other.
We
have a public policy rule which
abhors defrauding of creditors
and another rule which abhors
unjust enrichment.
Suppose a

person conveys his realty to a
friend for no consideration, intending only to defraud his
creditors, can he compel his
friend to reconvey his realty?
Some decisions refuse to permit
him to get his property back,

PROF. SILVERMAN
conceding that the grantee has
been unjustly enriched but claim ing that the policy against defrauding creditors outweighs the
Policy against unjust enrichment.
Thus we not only have public
Policy considerations, but some
are more potent than others.
Who determines
what this
elusive public policy is and how
much it weighs? There is obviously no manual that lawyers,
judges and legislators can turn
to for a quick and sure answer.
Our dictionary definition tells
us that it is the community
common sense and
common
conscience.
Legislators obviously think they know what it
is and pass legislation stating
that it is the public policy of
that State.
Courts, that is
judges, frequently disagree bur
only because in their opinion
the legislators
misinterpreted
the Constitution.
As far as
legislation is concerned then,
public policy is delimited by
the Constitution.
Where there
is no legislation, however, the
judges frequently advise us that
they know, somehow, what the
public policy is.
This brings us to the core
of the
problem.
U> they
reveal the source of this fund
of knowledge?
Some do. Remarkably enough some judges
tell us, as does the same
dictionary
definition quoted
above, that it is .. derived or
derivable by clear implication
from (the) Constitution, statutes
and judicial decisions." It is
submitted that there is something
circular, or at least elliptical,
about this reasoning because if
there was an appropriate constitutional provision, statute
or
judicial decision, it would be
quite simple to state it and rest
the decision thereon without the
necessity for using the vague
public policy phrase.
Some
judges, more forthrightly it is
submitted, frankly say that what
they are about to decide is for
the good of the public and which
will keep things steady in the

LYDIA'S HEROS
251 Charch St ., N. Y .C.
The Best Heras

And Sandwiches

community. It is obvious, however,
that it is only their
opinion at the moment of what
is good for the public. On what
do they base this opinion?
This is rarely if ever revealed
but it plainly is based on the
social,
fraternal,
familial,
Political, geographic, religious.
educational, jurisprudential and
economic backgrounds of the
judges.
Some would have us
believe that it even depends on
whether the judge · has dyspepsia at the moment or whether
his wife sent him off to court
that morning with sufficient
love and affection.
It should be clear by now that
public
policy is not only a
variable quantity, but an un=
certain one at best.
It is
aphoristic that consistency· is
the hobgoblin of small minds.
We do not have it in public
policy considerations, nor indeed should we seek such
rigidity as consistency would
impose.
Section 302 of the u.c.c. gives
the court vast powers when it
finds a contract to be unconscionable, but nowhere does it
attempt to say what is unconscionable.
Our legal system
has flourished when its plastic
remedies
can be molded to
particular
situations;
it is
only
when we attempt to
straightjacket
ourselves with
inflexible rules do we run into
difficulty,
"Let us accept, therefore, with
gratitude and appreciation, that
although clouded in the mists
of
metaphor, the enigmatic
doctrine of public policy
is
one of our most significant and
far reaching principles of law.

Women's
lilJeration
Explained
CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE THREE

that it is not only derisive
publicity which causes many
to slough off the movement's
significance,
and misunderstand its goals.
People's resistance to change and the desire
to
hold onto one's
traditional privileges and sense
of superiority play a much more
important part in rejecting it.
Women themselves often put
the movement down with, ..But
I
like having men open
doors for men," or, "There's
nothing I have to be liberated
about;" without attempting to
relate to the larger picture of
women's
inferior
status, of
which each woman is a defi•
nite part.
N) woman is
an
island either, and until
the
idea of having a woman as
President (of the U.S.A., not
the P.T.A.) is a commonplace
possibility,
we all are
less
free.
The real goals of the movement are several.
They Involve women educating each
other about current, and notso-long-past, suppression
of
their human rights, for which
the
small
consciousness-raising
group has been effective;
and working to get
those rights and the social
benefits that have been denied
specifically to women, e.g.,
their right to abortion and day
care services. Because women
tend to identify with those
unable to care for themselves,
they are a potentially powerful
force for social reform, They
would do well to support such
programs as a guaranteed an-
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Equal So Long As The Man
Holds The Scales?
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nual income (why shouldn't they
be paid for their labor in the
home?) as well as any programs which make vital health.
education, and housing services
more
responsive to people's
needs. Rugged individualism as
a way of "making it .. may be
a manly concept,
but it is
outdated, ineffective for
the
poor, and unnecessary in this
very wealthy country.
From the macroscopic, we
turn to the more immediate:
New York Law School. There
are many students here who
consider themselves "liberal .. ,
but have they become upset by
the fact that this law school
supports an openly discrtrnatory
organization
within its own
walls and with hundreds
of
dollars of our student activities
fees?
The Phi Delta Phi
fraternity this year received
$250
of our fees, collected
equally
from
the women
studepts who are not allowed to
join , as compared to a budget·
ed total of $500 for all other
clubs and outside programs
combined. Its unjust policy is
. not exactly a burning issue at
the school.
Is this
because
women comprise the group exeluded? Somehow I doubt that
black students demanding admission would be countered with
the argument, "You can always
form your own group;"
.. A law school should be aware
that "separate but equal .. treatment is not necessarily equal.
Exclusion by a more advantaged
group implies the inferiority of
the group
excluded.
And
"allowing .. women to go to the
trouble of organizing their own
fraternity does not remove the
inequity of the present set up.
Although
the
Student Bar
Association has voted to censure the Dwight Inn Chapter,
such a step could be meaningless if it continues to receive
financial support from the
school (a Board of Trustees"
decision.)
On the whole, I do
not understand why the actlvfties conducted by an excluslvelybased
fraternity,
such as
dinners,
scholarship awards,
supporting Equitas, etc,; cannot
be accomplished as well through
other less elitist methods, such
as student committees.
There are other examples of
anti-woman
attitudes in the
school. They are evidenced in
the loud snickering in class
whenever a remark having even
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a remote sexual connotation is
made, or when woman-man relationshlps are referred to, often
encouraged by professors" innuendos,
Granted,
the references
are
sometimes
amusing, but at the cost of
women's self respect ! While
it is no longer very acceptable
to make derogatory
jokes in
public about ethnic minorities,
women
are
not -yet taken
seriously as able human beings
in jokes which stereotype them
as do-nothings, stupid, sexually
desirable objects, pestering, or
seeking material
advantages
through sex. N)
less a respected person than Whitney
r-brth Seymour, in his recent
talk at the school, could say
that he hired a second female
attorney in a certain department to keep the first one
company so they "could have
tea together ... This in response
to a question about how his
office was enforcing women's
rights under the Federal Equal
Employment Opportunity
Act.
Several times I have observed
a man turn to one of the few
women present at a business
meeting, and loudly say, .. My,
what a nice hairdo you have
today, .. or, "U) any of you
lovely young ladies have anything to say?"
I imagine this
is equivalent to pointing to a
Hasidic Jew legitimately attending a meeting with
Wall
Street businessmen, and asking,
"You with the long sidburns
and the funny looking coat. do
you have anything of real importance to say? (And if not,
why are you here?)"
Again,
how are we to feel when the
student body is addressed as
"Gentlemen,. • ."
And why
is it sometimes presumed that
women students make the best
secretaries
and typists when
they join a club?
But the law professions and
male law students are going to
have to get usd to the idea of
having more women among them
in the future.
The idea of
learning
law as a tool to
effect social change, and the
impact of the women's Ilbera=
tion movement will continue to
increase the number of worn en
applying to law schools. Hopefully, this will eventually overthrow the "quotas for women
system .. in those schools that
still regard the learning
and
practice of law more a man's
privilege than a woman's.
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And The War Continues ...
By PHI LIP KENNY
Lieutenant
William (Rusty)
Galley describes the terror of
facing down the squads of In=
fant grenadiers
and distaff
platoons that lay in wait for him
at My Lai some three ·years
ago.
Millions of Americans
wonder what went wrong. How
could
an
American 1 ••
(Contusion)
10,000
miles
away South
Vietnamese Battalions run from
hill to hill unable to withstand
the vicious attacks of the North
Vietnamese Army. Yet it is
referred to as a new tactic--mobility.
American helicopters litter the countryside, but
they don't count as shot down
unless the Army is unable to
recover them. . (Equivocation)
Melvin Laird holds up a four
foot section of pipe allegedly
severed from an enemy pipe•
line intimating that this makes
it all worthwhile.
When confronted with the fact that the
pipe is acutally a year old he
says, "so what". (Disregard)
At
campuses
around the
nation all is strangely quiet.
Many Americans try to ignore
the Laotion
invasion.
What
more can we say that the Kent
State four didn't? (Despair )
Some sources in the adrnlnls=
tration hint that this drive into
Laos
might
be
the 1 ong
awaited death blow. Yet, they
admit that truck traffic along
the lb Chi Minh trail
has
actually increased since
the
invasion
began. (Repetition.
myopia).
Uncle Sam (the fox) is caught
with his hand in the hen house.
He brags,
"rve killed thousands", but his heart isn't in it.
The gore is too thick, his paw
is badly chewed and he is
afraid that Farmer Jones (the
American
Otizen) is not so
heartsick at his loss that he'll
forget to use his shotgun (revolt).
O, what a lovely war I
Governor
Rockefeller
an=
nounces a one b1llion dollar tax
increase (curiously the amount
of the projected cost of the new

Albany Mall.) 0 yeah,
and
we're going to economize
by
cutting
back on education.
(Vaudeville)
So we are back to where we
were in 1968. Confusion, lies,
+-mvopta.
disregard of the
government for the welfare of
its citizens, and the killing goes
on and on and on.
We are
a nation in group
therapy.
Nixon's the leader.
Nixon thinks he can control the
group.
Nixon's right so far.
Things go best for Nixon when
they go the worst for everyone
else. It was fine when whites
fought blacks.
It was great
when hardhats fought students,
or when Spiro took on the
press.
When everybody was
fighting with
each
other
Tricky Dick relished the role
of referee.
When the President saw things calming down
after Gambodia, he turned Spiro
loose to stir things up. Anything to focus attention away
from himself.
So what about Laos.
Is it
just
another
ploy to keep
people from thinking that the
President
is
incapable of
governing the nation, or does
the President really believe in
the
"death blow" which has
been part of the Vietnam scene
since 1950; if we hit them
once in the right place, the
'enemy will fold up and die?
It is hard to say how many
different
motivations go into
such a decision (including such
high-minded
motives as
"squashing the commie threat",
"containment",
"dominoes",
etc.)
But one thing is for
sure,
any president who is
forced to rely on the military
and deal with them in the open
from day to day will be embanrassed, and eventually despised by the ·public. The mill»
tary lies, cheats and steals but,
like everyone is asking in the
Calley case, "What more can
you expect from professional
killers?"
What is perhaps saddest of all
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is that the peace movement ap•
parently has withered, and all
but expired.
Our conscience
no longer perm its us to think
of those human beings that die
daily on the battle field and
those who die from the byproducts
of war-o-pesttlence,
disease and famine.
We put
these poor souls in a back
compartment ot our
brains,
and bring them out only when
it is convenient or when we
wring
our hands in anguish.
It may happen that some day
we will realize how horribly
wrong, as a nation, we have
been.
But from this vantage
Point, that day appears to be
awfully far away.
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basis of individual performances
throughout the period of candidacy and during staff membership. All members of the new
board deserve recognition for
their continued dedication to an
arduous work schedule.
At present, the review is
engaged in the training of first
year candidates. Having earlier
received instruction in the use
of A Uniform System of Citation the members of the first
year are employed in research
leading to the publication of a
case comment on a recent de=
cision.
This piece of student
material
is prerequisite
to
inclusion on the masthead as
a member of the staff.
The New York Law Forum is
now able to announce that pa rt
one of its symposium on international law and extradition will
be available for student distrfbution within a few days and
that part two will follow the
first by three weeks.

Michael Newton
Jim Engram
Maurice Langer
Joseph Treitel
Steve Woldar
Peggy Baer

Controversy Develops Over
SBA Seven Point Proposal
CONTINUED

FROM PAGE ONE

doesn't think it as crucial as
some of the other issues ·in the
proposal.
To strengthen
his
argument he quoted from
a
New York University newspaper
which said that out of all the
students who registered with the
University's Placement Service,
only 44o/o have thus far landed
jobs.
"Therefore", said the
Dean, "Placement isn't
the
answer. The economic condition
of our country is primarily at
fault".
On the proposal passed to our
students, 97o/o favored an Immediate Placement Service here.
Another controversial point on
the Seven Point Proposal was
the one dealing with the for•
ma tion of a Student • Faculty
evaluation Committee.
Out of
the 500. students polled 87o/o
of them were in favor of the
formulation
of a committee
along this line. Mr. Wiggins
said that this point was brought
up at the last Student-Faculty
meeting.
Here the faculty
agreed that it was alright for
the students to discuss various
specific grievances, however it
wasn't
ascertained if
the
faculty were in favor of the
students having any substantial
say in the hiring or firing of
their colleagues.
Dean Rafalko seemed to be completely
opposed to the formation of this type of cornmittee.
He said that "the
structure of such a committee
is important, and in matters
of salary,
promotion, tenure
and appointment, these should
be left to myself, the faculty,
and Board of Trustees".
The
Dean then added that there is a
committee, composed of him>
self, Professor Koffler
and
Professor Setaro which passes

landmark

upon these issues, and then
refers their findings to
the
Board of Trustees. "These are
the safeguards", added the Dean,
"the students h ave their channels through the Student
Bar
Association".
According to Alan Schnurman,
who is lOO"lo in favor of such
a committee,
"The school
needs it". Mr. Schnurman was
in agreement with the Dean when
he stressed
the point that
students need not know of the
confidential material such as
salary.
As far as quallfica>
tions,
"This is a matter of
public record, and the students
should have an o pportunity to
enter into discussions".
As far as the other issues
in the proposal, the students by
their
response
showed that
every one of them is Important
enough
to be acted
upon
immediately.
The question of
Anonymous Grading received approval
from
73o/o of those
answering the questionnaire.
The issue dealing with the
right of a student to re-take .
a final exam after notification
of failure
was applauded by
91 "lo of the students. 90"7o also
favored the implementations of
seminars in subjects which are
conducive
to
the individual
need.
There was also a response of
W.o/o favoring a maximum class
size of 100 students.
As to the futures of the SBA
Proposal,
Arthur Woodard,
Freshman Class Representative,
and co-sponsor of the proposal
said that "on April 1st
the
proposal will be submitted to
a full meeting of the faculty.
At that time the faculty will
be asked if they can implement
any of the points immediately.
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FACTS:

A New York Law School student was looking for a place to take a date. A place to relax, to have an inexpensive dinner or a really
great burger. A place where the back room
is reserved for couples only, and the barroom
is known as a watering spot for singles.
Where you can dance if you are in the mood
or watch major sporting events on one of
four color T.V.'s.

ISSUE:

Where can one. find all this?

LAZZARA'S
ON CHURCH ST.
JUST SOUTH OF SCHOOL

BEST WISHES TO THE
BEST HE ROS &

EDITORS OF EQUITAS

SANDWICHES

Sol Pitman

HOLD I NG: For Enjoyment.

AT REASONABLE
PRICES

COMPLIMENTS OF

BEST OF LUCK TO THE
NEW EDITORS
OF EQUITAS

, ALLEN PULLIN
Joel Pitman &
Robert Diamond

GORD I ES
1442 3rd Avenue (Near 82nd St.)
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The Arts:

I

By DAVID J. MEISELMAN
disease. Imagine • • .if Arthur
0
0 y
Penn
had directed this film,
Jennie would have been wretching, and spitting up blood for
There is !10 denying the incredible success of this movie. How- three months before expiring.
I wouldn't
particularly have
ever, a lot of people are seeing
cared for it that way but I
things in the flick that just don't
might of had no other choice
exist. The faithful pre-judgers
of "Love Story", floating in but to believe it.
The content of "Love Story ..
their expectations, can be seen
is
beside the point.
There
with tears streaming down their
isn't enough substance to fill a
cheeks as they approach the
TV guide synopsis. what capticket window. If the projectionist were to run the reels out of tures the imagination of this
reviewer is it's fantastic comsequence, these people would cry.
But one's hopes are often out merical impact on the American
of proportion to the reality of people. The ''new romanticism ..
an event. "Love Story" 'Is such turns the calendar back to the
days
"when movies were
a modest endeavor that I left
movies .. , before films became
the theatre in almost an apolo meaningful art, pornography, or
getic mood. I had been primed
political statements.
to like it, and I did, Any inAnd here is where
"Love
tense opinion about "Love
storv" is dynamic and unique,
Story",
is critical overkill.
"Love Story" is not a trendAttacking such unpretentious ensetter; it is a rarity. A flight
tertainment is like attacking a
to fantasy,
an escape from
glass of water.
The theme of the film, of reality, a return to "the good
course, is the tragic parting of old days .. , the desire for oldlovers.
An old theme, to be fashioned screen idols. In this
sure, but if handled credibly can sense, and it speaks for itself,
"Love Story;; is a phenomenon.
have more impact than any headAnd in these days of atr«
line, Unfortunately, this is where
pollution, social unrest
and
the movie fails. "Love Story"
political dogma, I refuse to
is very superficial in it's treatment of the great motifs of love berate "escapism ",
and death.
Particularly anachronistic is
Segal's concept of death, which
Ali McGraw, as Jennie, likens
In addition to the Grateful Dead,
to "falling off a cliff in slow
morion,"
We never see Ali various Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young albums are drifting under"look"
sick, "act .. sick or
("Ohio .. ,
"Wooden
"talk'" sick, nor was any evi- ground
and the upcoming
dence given of sickness.
We Nickel")
Taylor album
"Mud
are supposed to emotionally ac= James
Slide Slim", the record Incept her death when her eyelids
close. Someone who has not as dustry is in a rut. Attributing
condition to the Beatles
yet witnessed death may be able this
rift~ Altamont or a super setto accept this.
Perhaps I sould have listened up for SPring buyers, one has
more carefully when the doctor to search far and wide to reexplained
to Oliver (Ryan commend an album.
I heard half of such an album
O"Neal) that his
lady was
few nites ago on WPLJ
dying of a nameless, painless, a
symptomless, antiseptic blood {formerly WABC-FM)."Spaces ..

L v e St r

Spaces

features two gentlemen and it,
is a guitar listener's dream,
To attach labels like "rock ..
or
"jazz•
is futile. It's
leaning's are classical.
The
timing and interplay by these
men is fantastic.' One delivers
a string of melodic notes while
the other delves deeply into
. texture; and when they combine
turn off the lights, lay back,
and try to believe that there
could be one person in the
world not doing what you are
doing at that moment.
This is one of the most
beautiful, perfectly realized instrumental albums in a long
while. The music is sometimes
strong, sometimes weak, but
always hypnotic. As of March
25, it was not stocked in local
record shops,
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students.
Following
each
speech will be a question and
answer pertod-ea give and take
between the candidates
and
their classmates.
~
Some of the positions open are:
president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer. The post=
tion of vice-president is
not
filled by a direct vote.
The
candidate compiling the second
largest number of votes will
assume the position. However,
the constitution
provides that
the president and vice-oresident be from different dtvtslons,
If for example, the
president is elected from the
day division, the vice-president
will be the person from the
evening division polling the most
number of votes for that office.
Several students have voiced
their dismay with the constltu=
tional provision that requires
school-wide
officers
to be
selected from the ranks of the
class
representatives.
Alan
Schnurrnan, president of
the
S.B.A. commented, .. It's
like
requiring the Governor to come
from within the ranks of the
State Assembly,"
To change this procedure
would require a constitutional
amendment. Said Mr. Schnurm an,
"Although this will not be accomplished within my admlnls»
tratlon, I will make a recommendation to the new president to
this effect,"
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SBA PRESIDENT

tiated programs. For his tireless work in this and many areas
of SBA work I would like
to
specially
thank Mr. Arlen
Yalkut, graduating this year in
the Evening Division.
It would of course, be Impossible to list all the things
the SBA has discussed, negotiated, innovated or administrated in this past year but I am
satisfied that with reference to
the years before, New York
Law School has come a. long
way in this past year and has
the potential and the momentum
to continue,
In conclusion I would like to
express my warmest appreciation
to all · the students, too
FORMER CITY
numerous to mention, who have
COMMISSIONER AT NYLS
made contributions to New York
CONTINUED
FROM PAGE ONE
Law School through the Student
Bar
Association;
they have
helped to make it the viable
In 1970, Prof. Berman was a and successful organization that
member of faculty at the New it is and I would like to thank
School of Social Research. He each and every student for the
taught a course entitled
Rent support and understanding that
Control and Stabilization.
has helped make this past year
'As a member of the faculty the success I feel it has been.
of New York Law School, since It has been my pleasure to
1958, Mr. Berman has taught serve this past year arid an exsuch courses as Personal Pro- perience which I will not soon
perty,
Legal Bibliography, forget.
I hope that I will be
Agency & Partnership,
and able to keep my ties with New
Real Estate Transaction,
At York Law as an Alumnus and
present he is teaching Drafting that succeeding years will show
of Legal Instruments,
em- that this has just been
the
phasizing transactions in the beginning
of a necessary
fields of Real Estate,
Rent renaissance,
· Stabilization, and Rent Control.
Professor Berman's experience
and distinguished background,
gives
the New York Law
student a priviledged opportunity
to study with an expert. Professor Berman's success as an
educator can be measured by
his students' enthusiasm. This
enthusiasm is due not only to
his expertise in the field of
Real Estate and Property, but
also for the interesting personal
manner in which he presents
his material.
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"How shall I feel about
women's Lib, dear?-1 mean
to the public?"
"
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